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a b s t r a c t

Virtualization of wireless networks holds the promise of major gains in resource usage efficiency through

spectrum/radio resources sharing. Unlike the case in wired networks, achieving high capacity, providing ef-

fective isolation, and customization of the network requires intelligent configuration of wireless resources

due to the effects of interference. In this paper, we focus on how to configure the “over-the-air” part of virtual

wireless networks to enable simultaneous use of radio resources that overlap geographically. A configuration

framework is proposed based on an infrastructure cellular network that employs fractional frequency reuse

(FFR) and Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO) to combat interference. Multiple scenarios are examined

that include various network sizes and base station distances. Five radio resources configuration cases are

developed and investigated with each of these scenarios for a number of parameter settings (e.g., transmit

power, MIMO degree). From the analysis of capacity data obtained from simulations, we observe some gen-

eral trends in the aggregate spectral efficiency, and more importantly, a variety of tradeoffs between service

providers (SPs) or virtual network operators. Based on these tradeoffs, we create configuration maps using

which, a network resource manager can select specific network configurations (transmit power, MIMO, etc.)

to meet the demand and capabilities of SPs and their subscribers.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The explosive capacity demand in cellular networks has required

etwork operators to increase capital (CAPEX) and operational ex-

enses (OPEX) in order to improve their networks accordingly. How-

ver, operators have to control cost due to the predicted decreas-

ng profit margin [1]. Therefore, wireless network virtualization has

een proposed recently, with the benefits of increasing resource ef-

ciency, enabling customized applications, and yet providing isola-

ion between services [2]. The premise here is that spectrum, hard-

are, and network resources in wireless networks can be sliced on

emand in a manner similar to CPU, storage, and memory in data

enter virtualization or network bandwidth in wired network virtu-

lization to support customized services. To facilitate this virtualiza-

ion, the functions of traditional network operators are expected to

e split into two entities – Infrastructure providers (InPs) and Service

roviders (SPs). InPs own the spectrum, hardware, and network re-

ources. The “users” are SPs who get slices of these resources dynam-

cally to support the services they provide to their own subscribers

2]. A resource manager is responsible for providing the correct con-

guration of resource slices for various SPs in each time period (see
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ig. 1(a)). Spectrum aggregation or pooling [3] is considered as a ma-

or feature (pooling together each InP’s spectrum for configuration by

he resource manager and assignment to SPs) with the potential for

arge gains in spectrum efficiency.

Wireless network virtualization is a solution that breaks down the

ld fixed network architecture towards better efficiency, customiza-

ion, and isolation. Implementing it on an existing physical network

mplies that we need not physically tear down the existing one and

uild up a brand new one. Instead, we just remove the “fixed” way

f using resources and add a new management entity to dynami-

ally realize multiple architectures on existing physical resources. A

ore problem is how we should manage the “virtual” resources. Pre-

ious work [4,5] on wireless network virtualization assumes “sepa-

ate spectrum virtualization” (SSV), where spectrum is sliced, but in

completely separate or orthogonal manner for SPs in any given time

eriod. As shown in the top half of Fig. 2, the spectrum slices allocated

o SPA, SPB, and SPC in the same time interval do not overlap, but may

hange dynamically in time.

However, spectrum is not like CPU resources or wired network

andwidth. Transmit powers, interference, mobility, channel con-

itions, the use of MIMO (device capability), distances between

ransceivers, all impact the available capacity. To exploit spectrum

ooling , the work in [6] introduces “radio resource virtualization”

RRV) that allows a certain overlapping allocation of the spectrum
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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Fig. 1. High level view of wireless network virtualization considered in this paper.

Fig. 2. Separate spectrum virtualization (SSV) vs. radio resource virtualization (RRV).

Fig. 3. A multicell virtual system with FFR. (For interpretation of the references to color

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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slices to multiple SPs in the same time interval in neighboring or even

overlapping geographic coverage areas. As shown in the lower half of

Fig. 2, the “overlap” slices could be used by all three SPs with care-

ful planning. In fact, the work in [6] illustrates (albeit in a simple

scenario) why spectrum should be considered as a “radio resource”

and that RRV often leads to better resource efficiencies compared to

SSV 1.

The core problem therefore turns into how we manage cellular

networks considering RRV. One question to ask is how can we con-

figure the network to enable RRV to achieve the best resource uti-

lization? Unfortunately, there is no definite or simple answer yet.

The configuration problem becomes even more complicated as the

network architecture becomes more complicated, such as when fre-

quency reuse is adopted. For example, the resource manager has to

decide what power level (in a given slice of spectrum) should be as-

signed to a given SP in a given cell. It has to determine how many

antennas a given SP (or mobile units (MUs)) can use in a given cell.

It has to decide how these may change depending on the distances

between infrastructure entities such as base stations (BSs)). One ex-

ample of the results of this paper shows that SPs that are deployed
1 Please note that in this paper, from now unless otherwise specified, we use the

word “spectrum” to mean radio resources.

c
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n smaller cells can benefit significantly by using the spectrum of SPs

hat are deployed over larger cells. However, if such configurations

re enabled, the capacity of SPs deployed in larger cells may drop by

0% per subscriber. If the demand in larger cells can tolerate this drop

example during low load periods), this may be a preferred option for

he resource manager. If not, more antennas may be used in larger

ells to counteract the drop in capacity if the BS and subscriber de-

ices are thus capable.

In this paper, we try to start answering the above questions

hrough a framework examining several scenarios that includes a

ange of configuration cases. The framework constructs a cellular net-

ork with radio resources being shared between two SPs. One SP is

eployed in 3 large cells with fractional frequency reuse (FFR) in these

ells. The other SP operates in a smaller cell which is a subset of one

f the 3 large cells. In practice, it is likely that many SPs may oper-

te in many different sized cells. For example, the three-SP schematic

in Figs. 2 and 3) illustrates the generalized sharing problem. In such
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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cenarios, simultaneous usage of spectrum across SPs can be possi-

ly limited in many spectrum slices or in small areas near BSs. Most

Ps would be configured to use dedicated/orthogonal slices of spec-

rum for the rest of their coverage. Our focus is on the more com-

lex problem of SPs that may be configured to use the “overlapping”

lices of spectrum (see the low half of Fig. 2). We consider Multiple-

nput Multiple-output (MIMO) based communication systems to un-

erstand how system capacity may change with the capabilities of

Ps and their subscribers.

The contribution of our work can be viewed from two aspects.

rom a technical perspective, we propose a framework that investi-

ates RRV and evaluates the resource efficiency, and potentially the

bility of customization and isolation in a virtual wireless network.

his framework can be seen as a manual or guideline showing possi-

le network configurations of SPs’ for a resource manager. Note that

he pricing of radio resources that may be dynamically leased by an

P from an InP, the cost of reconfiguration and management of the

etwork, and service agreements between SPs and InPs, hinge on the

bility to manage the radio resources appropriately. Hence, our tech-

ical evaluation of scenarios can assist in such economics and pol-

cy decisions. Tradeoffs and corresponding configurations from our

nvestigation would be integral to a global economic optimization

roblem of virtualization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. The multi-cell system

odel and evaluation metrics are explained in Section 2. Section 3

resents simulation results. Limitations and extended issues are dis-

ussed in Section 4. Section 5 goes over some related work. Finally,

his paper is concluded in the sixth section.

. System models

In this section, we describe the scope of the problem, illustrate the

eterogeneous system layouts and integration with RRV then explain

he model used in this paper for evaluation.

.1. Scope of the problem

Here we consider the scope of the problem at a high level. The

etails are provided in subsequent sub-sections.

Consider a cellular network that consists of multiple BSs, of which

our are shown in the shown in Fig. 3 (BS-1 to BS-4). The BSs can be

onfigured for use by multiple SPs (they are part of the “hard metal”

nfrastructure being shared by virtual networks). The usage may gen-

rally vary – in Fig. 3, we show two SPs, namely, SPA and SPC mak-

ng use of BS-1, BS-2, and BS-3 at the same time, each having the

ame approximate coverage. The spectrum used by SPA and SPC are

rthogonal (in a manner similar to SSV). We assume that the slicing

f resources between them is completely orthogonal with minimal

nteraction between them.

In contrast, SPA and SPB are configured such that they are shar-

ng spectrum (see bottom of Fig. 3 and described below in more de-

ail). The spectrum in green would have been configured for use by

PA only with SSV and the spectrum in yellow would have been con-

gured for use by only SPB. In the sharing configuration with RRV,

he green and yellow spectra can both be used by SPA and SPB, but

or SPB, such a sharing occurs only in the coverage area of BS-4. In

ther words, we can view SPB as operating a hotspot that is config-

red to use SPA’s spectrum in addition to its own. If SPB is also using

S-1 to BS-3, SPB is configured to use orthogonal spectrum as with

SV. The scenario we are considering here is one where SPA and SPB

re configured such that the spectrum that is shared, is used over the

hree macro-cells served by BS-1 to BS-3 for subscribers of SPA, and one

icro-cell served by BS-4 for subscribers of SPB. If spectrum is shared

etween the macrocells simultaneously in space and time, it is likely

hat the interference will be too high as we see later. Our objective
Please cite this article as: X. Wang et al., On configuring radio resources in
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s to examine the ramifications of this sharing that is somewhat lim-

ted in space. Shannon channel capacities (introduced in Section 2.3)

re evaluated to measure the benefit of sharing. As capacity provided

y a certain chunk of spectrum depends on various factors, we se-

ect a set of influential parameters (BS transmit power, frequency

onfiguration/planning (FFR) and MIMO settings) as the changeable

etwork configuration parameters. Such configurations have differ-

nt effects in the capacities that SPs can provide to their subscribers

cross different network scenarios. Using our framework, proper con-

gurations can be selected to meet the requirements of various vir-

ual players. The general idea of the framework is shown in Fig. 1(b)

here the inputs to the resource manager and outputs are shown.

utside the scope of the paper is the optimization that the resource

anager may have to run to satisfy the service agreements of the SPs

ith the InPs.

We make the following assumptions to simplify the problem:

• Dynamic orthogonal spectrum allocation/SSV (see Fig. 2) is as-

sumed to automatically occur with our spectrum sharing scheme.

As the multiplexing gain induced by SSV has been widely stud-

ied and demonstrated elsewhere [4,5,7], we do not include it in

our simulations. Improvement in spectrum efficiency exclusively

from RRV that is independent from multiplexing gain is the focus.

• We utilize a Shannon channel capacity upper-bound estimate

of the real channel throughput and ignore communication pro-

cedures like coding, modulation, scheduling, etc. This approach,

while simplified because it excludes the communications pro-

cedures, allows the framework to include influential factors like

transmit power, spectrum reuse scheme, and MIMO in deciding

configurations.

• In a completely virtualized system, the resource manager often

makes configuration decisions every given unit of time and the

configurations will change dynamically to meet the needs of the

SPs. In our study, we assume the “scenario” where the resource

manager sees a snapshot of the virtual network, and the suggested

configuration is for that time unit. The time-scale (what should

the unit be?) and the corresponding complexity in adjusting hard-

ware are out of the scope of our work and left for future study.

We note that the above assumptions are not absolutely necessary,

ut we make them to simplify the problem and obtain some prelim-

nary insights. Relaxing these assumptions would make the problem

ore intricate, and the number of parameters and corresponding re-

ults harder to easily visualize and generalize.

.2. Fractional frequency reuse and radio resource virtualization cases

Expanding on the discussion, we consider a geographical area

here the two SPs: SPA and SPB co-exist (gray area shown in Fig. 4).

he resource manager configures InPs to deploy FFR in BS-1, BS-2, and

S-3 in support of SPA. We will refer to this as SPA’s layout, where the

enter of three cells utilize the same frequency band f0, and the other

requency bands are divided equally into three parts: f1, f2 and f3, that

re then distributed to the edges of cells 1, 2 and 3 orthogonally. We

ssume that BS-4 is located along the dashed line in Fig. 4 and we call

his SPB’s layout in the system. Parameters d, rA, and rB indicate the

istance between BS-4 and BS-2, the radius of cells created by BS-1,

S-2, BS-3 and the radius of the cell created by BS-4, respectively.

Note that the cells in Figs. 3 and 4 are only schematics. In real-

ty, the cells are not hexagonal or circular in shape. The way in which

e associate a MU with a BS in our simulations is as follows. In SPA’s

ayout, MUs are uniformly distributed within the gray area in Fig. 4,

nd the received signal strength (RSS) values from the three macro-

ells are determined for every MU. The BS that a MU should be at-

ached to is based on the largest RSS. If the MU receives a signal with

SS smaller than a minimum received signal power, it is not attached

o any of the three base stations. A minimum received signal power
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)
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Fig. 5. Radio resource allocation cases.
threshold PthA
is set by the operators depending on the equipment

deployed and target data rates. If a MU’s RSS (including path loss and

shadow fading factor) is larger than PrthA
but smaller than 2PrthA

(3 dB

larger than threshold), we call it a cell edge MU2. Otherwise, it is an

MU in the center of the cell (cell-center MU). In SPB’s layout, MUs are

uniformly distributed in the small cell. We make no comparison of re-

ceived powers and assume all MUs subscribed to SPB associate with

BS-4. BS-4 has no separation into cell center and cell edge – that is, it

does not employ fractional reuse.

Fig. 5 shows several possibilities that a resource manager can con-

sider for configuring spectrum among the BSs for the two SPs. Sup-

pose that wA Hz of spectrum is allocated to the SPA’s layout and wB

Hz to the SPB layout in the case of orthogonal spectrum allocation or

SSV. This is shown at the top of Fig. 5 as two rectangles – please note

that SSV is also evaluated in Section 3 along with various cases of RRV

described next.

The total bandwidth available for configuration under RRV by the

resource manager is wtot = wA + wB. When FFR is used by SPA, in SPA’s

layout, a proportion bpc of bandwidth is utilized by the center area of

all cells (colored yellow) while the rest of the bandwidth (a propor-

tion bpe) is equally divided into 3 chunks (colored blue, green, and

red), each of which is allocated to one cell edge (as shown in Fig. 4),

such that bpc + bpe = 1 3. This high level view is shown as the general

set up at the top of Fig. 5. We now describe the five cases (listed below

the general setup in Fig. 5) that are investigated in our simulations in
Section 3.

2 The cell edge number is considered as part of the FFR configuration and is changed

later in simulations.
3 We assume for simplicity in each case that each SP manages frequency bands

in frequency division multiplexing (FDM) fashion for its MUs. In other words, there

is no intra-cell interference (like LTE). Thus, with FFR, the available bandwidths for

each of SPA ’s center MU and edge MU are bpcwtot /(nuAck
) and 1

3
bpewtot /(nuAek

), re-

spectively. The available bandwidth for each of SPB ’s MU is wtot /(nuB). The num-

bers nuAck
, nuAek

and nuB are numbers of the users in the center area of Cell k,

edge area of Cell k and SPB ’s layout, respectively. Note that nuAk
= nuAck

+ nuAek
and

nuA = ∑
k nuAck

+ ∑
k nuAek

. In reality, the bandwidth allocation to individual users will

be more complex (e.g., physical resource blocks in LTE-like systems).

Please cite this article as: X. Wang et al., On configuring radio resources in

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.013
• Case I – RRV: In this case, there is no spectrum planning in SPA’s

layout. The system is configured such that MUs can access the en-

tire wtot Hz spectrum in a time unit in all of the four cells served by

BS’s 1–4. Note that this has the highest potential for interference.

• Case II – Freq. reuse + RRV: The cells (BSs 1–3) in SPA’s layout are

configured to use 1
3 wtot each orthogonally (traditional frequency

reuse with a reuse factor of 3). No FFR is applied (i.e., the spectrum

allocated to a BS is used throughout the cell). The cell of BS-4 in

SPB’s layout is configured to use all of the spectra (wtot ) in a time

unit.

• Case III – RRV + FFR: As described above, the center area of any

cell in SPA’s layout is configured such that center MUs can access

bpcwtot of the bandwidth and the amount of frequency bandwidth

used by cell edge MUs is 1
3 bpewtot . SPB’s layout is configured such

that its MUs can access the entire wtot Hz spectrum in a time unit.

• Case IV – Center + FFR + RRV: The cells in SPA’s layout use FFR as

in Case III. The center area of any cell in SPA’s layout is config-

ured such that center MUs can access bpcwtot of the bandwidth

and the amount of frequency bandwidth used by cell edge MUs

is 1
3 bpewtot . SPB’s layout is configured such that its MUs can ac-

cess, in a time unit, only the portion bpcwtot Hz spectrum used

by the center areas in each cell in SPA’s layout. This is unlike Case

III, where all of wtot could be used by BS-4. We abbreviate this as

Center+RRV in the figures.

• Case V – FFR / SSV: This configuration corresponds to separate

spectrum virtualization – it ensures that there is no sharing be-

tween the two SPs. SPA is configured to use FFR with its own

spectrum to protect cell edge MUs from severe interference. This

case has the lowest potential for interference. In practice, the
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.013
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Table 1

Available frequency bandwidth per MU.

Spectrum scheme SPA center SPA edge SPB

Case I: RRV wtot

nuAk

wtot

nuAk

wtot

nuB

Case II: Freq. reuse + RRV 1
3

wtot

nuAk

1
3

wtot

nuAk

wtot

nuB

Case III: RRV + FFR
bpc wtot

nuAck

1
3

bpe wtot

nuAek

wtot

nuB

Case IV: Center + FFR +RRV
bpc wtot

nuAck

1
3

bpe wtot

nuAek

bpc wtot

nuB

Case V: FFR/SV
bpc wA

nuAck

1
3

bpe wA

nuAek

wB

nuB
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boundary between wA and wB changes over time, but we keep it

fixed in our simulations.

One can observe from Fig. 5 that the sharing of radio resources

an have intricate configurations. Immediately, it is not obvious as to

hich configuration will be suitable and under what circumstances.

learly, the interference is maximum in Case I and minimum in Case

. We define nuA as the total number of SPA MUs and nuB as the num-

er of SPB MUs. The average amount of available bandwidth per MU

or SPA is wtot/nuA if frequency bands are universally reused in the

PA layout (Case I). In this case, many concurrent transmissions will

ause excessive interference and degrade system performance. For

ach case, the average amount of available bandwidth for each MU

SPA’s center MU, edge MU and SPB’s MU) is summarized in Table 1.

ith traditional frequency reuse (Case II), frequency bands are di-

ided equally according to a reuse factor (into 3 cells in our model

esulting in a 1
3 wtot bandwidth per cell). This reduces interference be-

ween the cells in SPA’s layout, but reduces the capacity as well. With

FR (Case III), the amounts of available bandwidth for each “center

U” and “edge MU” are
bpcwtot
nuAck

and
1
3

bpewtot

nuAek

respectively, where nuAck

efers number of center MUs and nuAek
denotes the number of edge

Us in Cell k. In Case IV, only the spectrum deployed in the center

rea of the cells served by BSs 1, 2, and 3 in SPA’s layout is shared with

PB reducing the amount of bandwidth that each MU in SPB’s layout

ets to
bpcwtot

nuB
Hz. However, the interference to SPA’s cell edge MUs

educes. Case V does not allow simultaneous usage of spectrum be-

ween SPs, so MUs only access their own SP’s spectrum reducing in-

erference but also the amount of bandwidth available. FFR partition

ominates the spectrum allocation in SPA’s layout (influential FFR pa-

ameters will be discussed later). It is not easy to conclude as to which

onfiguration is generally preferable, and under what circumstances,

ecause the achievable data rate per MU depends on how much of

he radio resources is shared, the interference level, as well as factors

pc, bpe, nuAck
, and nuAek

. We further note that the range of cell edge

ffects the values of nuAck
and nuAek

.

.3. Capacity metric

In the most general case, SPA and SPB may be using very different

adio access technologies and devices. In order to get some insight

nto the potential of system capacity gains, we utilize capacity

alculations rather than specific modulation, coding, and application

equirements in this paper. Our objective is to consider these specific

spects in future work to the extent possible. Here, we assume that

oth the downlink transmissions (by all BSs for both SPA and SPB)

mploy MIMO4 for exploring spatial degrees of freedom and for

ombatting any interference. We assume the commonly employed

requency-flat quasi-static MIMO fading environment, where the

ransmission between the ith transmit antenna and the jth receiving
4 It is possible that the applications and devices may be very different, some using

ISO and others using MIMO. We assume MIMO with both SPs for simplicity.

w

d
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ntenna can be modeled by

=
√

D−α10ζ j/10hi j × x + N (1)

here x, y are transmit and receive signals respectively, D is the dis-

ance from a transmitter to a receiver (the transmitters are the BSs in

ig. 4, but transmissions may end up at receivers that do not belong

o them as interference), α is the path loss exponent, ζ = N(0, σ )
s the shadow fading component, hij is the Rayleigh fading channel

ain of the channel between the ith transmit antenna and the jth

eceiving antenna, and N is the thermal noise with variance N0/2.

his model applies for all BSs and all SPs.

Assume that the transmission operates in a nT × nR downlink

IMO channel, where nT is the number of transmit antennas at BS

nd nR is the number of receiving antennas at the MU. The achievable

ata rate of a single MU can be estimated by the (Shannon) capacity

ormula [8,9],

= w log2 det[(InR
+ (R−1/2H)PT (R−1/2H)H] (2)

here w is the available bandwidth for one particular MU, and the

ransmit power is PT. H is the complex channel gain matrix, consisting

f
√

D−α10ζ /10hi j where ζ varies independently for each user (but

t is kept fixed over time once the sample has been drawn from the

istribution for a given user). R is the interference and thermal noise

ombined matrix, which is given as:

=
∑

k

HIkHI
H
k PIk + wN0InR

(3)

here HIk is the interfering channel matrix from interfering Cell k.

or example, MUs in SPA’s layout face interference from BS-4 in the

mall cell but MUs in SPB’s layout receive interference from BSs 1, 2

nd 3. PIk is the interferer’s transmit power and InR
is an identity ma-

rix of dimensions. From an information theoretic point of view, the

apacity in Eq. (2) is equivalent to the capacity of the combined SINR

hannel R−1/2H under Gaussian white noise. With this interpretation,

he capacity can be calculated as a Gaussian white noise channel [10].

e assume that the orthogonal sub-channels created through MIMO

re dedicated to the same user, and so, the achievable data rate is

=
min(nT ,nR)∑

i=1

w log2 (1 + λiPi) (4)

here Pi is power allocated in ith orthogonal sub-channel,
∑

Pi = PT

PT is the total transmit power.) and λi is the ith orthogonal sub-

hannel gain, which is obtained through a singular value decompo-

ition (SVD) process as follows.

HR−1H = U�UH
(5)

ere, � = diag(λ1, . . . λnR
) are the singular values of HHR−1H and U is

unitary matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of HHR−1H. Note that,

hen we compute the singular values, large-scale fading (distance,

ath-loss, ζ ) scales them in both the interfering MIMO channel matrix

nd the desired MIMO channel matrix for a given SP’s receiver.

The transmit power allocation for each antenna can be deter-

ined in different fashions. The optimal strategy that maximizes ca-

acity [8,9] is the classic water-filling algorithm. However, it requires

omprehensive channel information to be known by both the trans-

itter and the receiver.

=
min(nT ,nR)∑

i=1

w log2 (1 + piλi) (6)

here pi is the power allocated to the ith orthogonal sub-channel and

pi = PT
5.
5 The optimal transmit signal covariance matrix is �s = (N0/2)Udiag(p1, . . . , pnR
)UH

here pi = (μ − 1
λi

)+ and μ is chosen such that
∑min(nT ,nR)

i=1
pi = PT . The function (.)+

enotes the larger one of . and 0.
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Fig. 6. Aggregate spectral efficiency of the multi-cell system.
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We use as one of our metrics, the area aggregate spectral effi-

ciency,6

η = CA + CB

wtot
(7)

where CA and CB are the achievable data rates (capacity) in SPA’s and

SPB’s layouts, respectively. They are the sum of the achievable data

rates of all the MUs subscribed to SPA and SPB within the coverage.

That is, CA = ∑nuA
i=1

Ci and CB = ∑nuB
j=1

Cj, where Ci and Cj are calculated

by Eq. (6).

3. Simulation results

Simulations to analyze the five cases are based on a multi-cell

FFR virtual system, as shown in Fig. 4. MUs in the SPA layout are dis-

tributed uniformly over the radius of the gray area (2rA) and the angle

(2π ). The distances between a MU and BSs of Cell 1, 2 and 3 and the

corresponding receive powers PrA1, PrA2 and PrA3 are calculated. SPA

decides which cell any given MU is associated with according to the

strongest RSS from BS’s 1, 2, and 3. If none of the received powers at

the MU is larger than PthA
= PAr−α

A
(PA is transmit power of BSs 1 to

3), we assume this MU is not supported in SPA’s layout. Around 20%

MUs are dropped from the simulation with this assumption. In SPB’s

layout, we distribute MUs uniformly over the radius of the small cell

(rB) and the angle (2π ), and no further cell-selection process is used.

Results shown are averages of 10,000 simulation runs that vary loca-

tions, ζ , and hij. The complex channel matrix (for either the transmis-

sion from the intended transmitter or interference from any interfer-

ing transmitter) is generated using Eq. (1) as described in Section 2.3.

The path-loss exponent α takes the value of 4 and ζ = N(0, σ ) where

σ = 8.7 We assume that wA = 10 MHz and wB = 5 MHz and so, the to-

tal bandwidth wtot = 15 MHz. At each BS, n = 4 antennas and at each
T

6 The area spectral efficiency of a cellular system is defined as the achievable data

rate per unit area for the bandwidth available. Here we assume the area of SPA ’s layout

to be the unit of area of interest, so the measure of area spectral efficiency is in terms

of bit/s/Hz/(area of SPA ’s layout) [11,12].
7 We generate hij as a complex Gaussian random variable,

√
1
2
(a + j ∗ b) where a

and b are independent and N(0, 1), once for each run.

v

M

s

o

o

p

w
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U, nR = 2 antennas are assumed unless otherwise discussed. The

ransmit power PB = 1 W is the transmit power of BS-4. BSs 1, 2, and 3

ave a power PA = PB × Power Ratio where the power ratio scales the

ransmit power PA compared to PB. The value of N0 = −174 dBm/Hz

13]. Unless specified, the FFR spectrum assignments are bpc = 32
50

nd bpe = 18
50 , which means f0 = 32

50 wA, f1 = f2 = f3 = 6
50 wA (wA =

0 MHz). If the received power at a MU is no larger than 2PthA
(3 dB

igher than PthA
), it is defined as a cell edge MU in SPA’s layout.

.1. General trends

We first examine the general trends using Case III and Case V. We

ick these cases as our primary objective is to look at configurations

hat employ FFR and either use virtualized radio resources or per-

orm orthogonal spectrum sharing. In subsequent sections, we con-

ider all five cases. Since results will depend on transmit powers and

ther parameters, we set up six scenarios, summarized in Table 2.

he radius rA = 1000 m. The first three scenarios in Table 2 have a

mall radius (rB = 50 m) for BS-4 while scenarios 4–6 use a radius of

B = 100 m for BS-4. Also, we consider that BS-4 is at different dis-

ances d = 500, 800, 300 m from BS-2 (see Fig. 4). However, the sep-

ration distance d does not matter when separate/orthogonal spec-

rum sharing (Case V) is used. This is different from any other case

ince Case V is the only case in which no sharing happens between

Ps. Hence, we list two scenarios for Case V in Table 2 separately. In

ach scenario, there are almost 300 MUs subscribed to SPA (100 per

ase station, but around 20% of the MUs at the edge of the gray circle

n Fig. 4 are dropped) and 10 MUs subscribed to SPB.

The aggregate spectral efficiency in Eq. (7) is determined from

imulations for the scenarios described in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 6.

he x-axis in this figure corresponds to the ratio PA/PB. Error bars cor-

espond to one standard deviation of the mean over 10,000 runs. The

ariation in capacity results primarily due to the varying locations of

Us (and also due to the random fading). We see that the aggregate

pectral efficiency in Case III is better than that in Case V for most

f the scenarios. This gain comes exclusively from RRV (simultane-

us use of interfering spectrum) indicating that it is possible to ex-

loit RRV for better spectrum usage than using orthogonal-only slices

ith SSV that has been considered in the most of the existing work on
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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Table 2

Parameter settings for various scenarios.
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ireless virtual networks. Fig. 6 also provides some insights that are

ot obvious, assuming that aggregate spectral efficiency is the metric

f interest.

• RRV with FFR is not necessarily the best option always. However it

is better than FFR/SSV in several scenarios.

• Increasing the power ratio (PA/PB) from 0 to 18 dB changes the

average aggregate spectral efficiency minimally (it is essentially

flat).

The reason for the second observation is that the distances from

Ss 1, 2, and 3 to SPA’s MUs are large and increasing the power ratio

oes not a result in a very significant change in the capacity. On the

ontrary, the separation distance d and cell radius rB are influential.

owever, the way in which they impact capacity are different for SPA

nd SPB’s MUs which will be discussed next.

While aggregate capacity is useful, how the cases and scenarios

ould affect the capacity of each SP is important. This would deter-

ine the configuration that is provided by the resource manager in

ig. 1. The average achievable data rate for each MU in SPA’s and SPB’s

ayouts are shown in Fig. 7 for all the scenarios in Table 2. The per MU

ata rate in SPA’s layout clusters together and appears to be mostly

ndependent of the scenario. Further, sharing of spectrum provides

imited gains since MUs of each SP share the available bandwidth

rthogonally. So, the extra available bandwidth for SPA’s MUs is not

ignificant since SPA’s layout has almost 300 MUs. When the power

atio is lower than 9 dB or so (this ratio varies slightly across scenar-

os), the capacity for MUs in SPA’s layout with Case III is worse than

ith Case V. Therefore, it may be necessary for the resource manager

o carefully consider the options to ensure sufficient capacity for MUs

n SPA’s layout.

In SPB’s layout, as only 10 MUs share the entire available band-

idth (at least 5 MHz) the achievable data rate is much higher than

t in SPA’s layout – also the path loss is much smaller in BS-4 due to

ts size. Further, for most scenarios, the achievable data rate in SPB’s

ayout is higher with Case III than with Case V. The capacity in SPB’s

ayout substantially increases due to the extra spectrum that MUs

ubscribed to SPB get through RRV and it is the main contributor to

he increase in aggregate capacity. The capacity increases with the

eparation distance d, but reduces when the small cell’s radius rB in-

reases, i.e., they both impact the capacity. For instance, Scenarios 3

nd 5 from Table 2 have very similar capacity values, although the

umbers are not identical. In Scenario 3, the cell radius r = 50 m
B

Please cite this article as: X. Wang et al., On configuring radio resources in

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.013
s small, but the separation distance d = 300 m is also small. In Sce-

ario 5, the cell radius rB = 100 m is large, but the separation distance

= 800 m is also large. When rB is small, MUs are closer to BS-4 and

he interference from BS’s 1,2, and 3 is small compared to the de-

ired received power. When rB is large, the desired received power is

maller, and the interference may be larger for some MUs. This inter-

erence can be made smaller if the separation distance is large, i.e.,

he MUs of SPB are much farther away from the major interfering BS

BS-2). We also note here that d is the distance between BS-2 and

S-4 (see Fig. 4). We keep it less than rA in our simulations (which

eans the BS-4 is within BS-2’s coverage). The performance would

e similar when d is larger than rA (BS-4 would move into BS-1, but

he impact is the same).

.2. Comparison of cases

Next, we consider a comparison of the various cases described in

he previous section, with the six scenarios in Table 2 to get some

nsights into how a resource manager may pick configuration options.

Figs. 8 and 9 provide the comparisons of the various cases for two

ower ratios (PA/PB) of 3 dB and 15 dB. In the former, the larger cells

BS-1, 2, and 3) operate at a power that is only 3 dB higher than BS-4,

hile in the latter, this value is 15 dB. From Fig. 7, we see that FFR/SSV

Case V) may be better for SPA’s layout when the power ratio is 3 , but

ot if the power ratio is 15 dB. In these figures, we only plot the aver-

ge capacity per MU and do not show the variability to avoid clutter.

here is variability across cases and scenarios as shown in Fig. 7. In

ach figure, the top graph shows the results for MUs in SPA’s layout

hile the bottom shows the results for MU’s in SPB’s layout. We make

he following observations from these plots.

• The scenario (size of BS-4’s cell or its distance d from BS-2) does

not impact the capacity per MU for MU’s in SPA’s layout in a per-

ceptible way. However, the cases (how spectrum is shared) matter

substantially. This is NOT the case for MUs in SPB’s layout.

• The power ratio PA/PB is an important factor, that can change the

capacities for the MUs (though it is not as important to change the

aggregate spectral efficiency). The power ratio is disproportional

between the MUs subscribed to SPA and SPB. The capacity of MUs

subscribed to SPB can go up from 30–50 Mbps (when the power

ratio is 15 dB) to 30–60 Mbps (when the power ratio in 3 dB). On

the contrary, MUs in SPA’s layout see a decrease from a maximum

of 2.3 Mbps to 1.8 Mbps respectively.
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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• The best strategy for configuring spectrum resources for MUs in

SPA’s layout is not the best strategy for MUs in SPB’s layout and

vice versa. For instance, Case IV (Center + FFR + RRV) is the best

spectrum configuration for MUs in SPA’s layout in all scenarios.

However, Case I (RRV), Case II (Freq. reuse + RRV) and Case III (FFR

+ RRV) behave comparably for MUs in SPB’s layout. In fact, for the

MUs in BS-4, it does not matter (on average) much how the spec-

trum is configured for use by MUs in SPA’s layout as long as all of

the spectrum is configured for use by them. They are affected only

in Cases IV and V when their share of spectrum is reduced.

To understand the results better, we plot the average capacity per

MU in SPB’s layout versus the average capacity per MU in SPA’s layout

for the various cases, scenarios and power ratios of 3 dB and 15 dB in

Fig. 10. Ideally, we would like to see results in the top right corner of

these plots. That is, MU’s in both SP ’s layout and SP ’s layout see high
A B

Please cite this article as: X. Wang et al., On configuring radio resources in

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.013
apacity, but clearly, that is not feasible for all scenarios and cases.

owever, the average capacities show some interesting trends that

an be used from a resource manager’s perspective towards configur-

ng a virtual network based on the SPs’ requirements (capacities).

• The influence of the power ratio is clearer in Fig. 10. When the

power ratio increases from 3 dB to 15 dB, SPA’s capacities are

higher while SPB’s capacities are lower (the average capacity

points shift toward the lower right corner).

• The average capacities follow similar patterns if the power ratios

PA/PB of 3 dB and 15 dB are considered separately. For SPA, scenar-

ios belong to the same case do not see varying average capacities

(capacity points for a given case – e.g., RRV + FFR – but different

scenarios align almost vertically). However, the average capacity

varies across cases (vertical lines are separated and occur at dif-

ferent capacities for MUs of SP ). For the MUs of SP , the average
A B

virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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Fig. 8. Comparison of achievable data rate per MU in SPA and SPB ’s layouts for a power ratio of 3 dB.

Fig. 9. Comparison of achievable data rate per MU in SPA and SPB ’s layouts for a power ratio of 15 dB.
capacities vary across both cases and scenarios. Scenario 2 with

small rB and large d is the best in every case for SPB. Cases in which

SPB can share all of the radio resources (Cases I, II and III) are most

beneficial.

• We can say that if SPA’s demand is the resource manager’s primary

concern, the preferred configuration options would be Center +
Please cite this article as: X. Wang et al., On configuring radio resources in

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.013
FFR + RRV regardless of the scenario. On the other hand, a resource

manager trying to increase SPB’s capacity in the hotspot would

discard the Center + FFR + RRV and FFR/SSV options.

• FFR + RRV provides the greatest aggregate capacity (most towards

the top right corner) and mutual benefits for both SPs. There-

fore, it is a desirable configuration, almost always. Orthogonal
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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Fig. 10. Capacity in SPA layout vs. capacity in SPB layout – top (3 dB) and bottom (15 dB). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

the web version of this article.)
spectrum sharing through FFR/SSV helps SPA when the power ra-

tio is low (3 dB, as observed previously), but the benefits are only

minimally better than the FFR + RRV case. Especially when SPA is

able to transmit at a relatively high power level, FFR + RRV is the

best option.

3.3. Configuration map

We can view Fig. 10 as a configuration map for use by the resource

manager. We have drawn dotted lines to separate various cases and

scenarios – this splits the figures into a tabular format where every

point can represent the demands of the two SPs and includes trade-

offs between them.

We redraw this configuration map for clarity in Fig. 11. The asso-

ciated scenario and case show the network environment and config-

uration. A resource manager could choose or switch between config-

urations to adjust the sharing according to the SPs’ requirements. We

explain this through two simple examples:
Please cite this article as: X. Wang et al., On configuring radio resources in

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.013
• (a) Let us suppose that in a given time unit, the network en-

vironment is similar to scenario 1 (blue dots in Fig, 10 or blue

area in Fig. 11). SPA reports that its required capacity is no less

than 1.8 Mbps and SPB has a demand in the hotspot that is no

less than 35 Mbps per MU. The configuration options are either

Case IV: Center + FFR + RRV or Case III: FFR + RRV. With the Cen-

ter+FFR+RRV option, the power ratio should be 3 dB. However, if

the resource manager chooses FFR + RRV, it has to configure SPA

to transmit at least 15dB higher than the power of SPB in BSs 1,

2, and 3. Note that Center+FFR+RRV shares a smaller slice of the

spectrum.

• (b) Suppose the network environment is similar to scenario 2 (red

dots in Fig. 10 or red area in Fig. 11). In a given time unit, the ca-

pacity demands of SPA and SPB are around 2 Mbps and 20 Mbps

per MU in their layouts. The configuration applied by the resource

manager is Case IV: Center + FFR + RRV with a power ratio of 15

dB. If there is a spike in SPB’s hotspot (BS-4’s) demand to 35 Mbps,

the resource manager (based on the service agreement) may re-

configure the network in the next time unit to Case III: FFR + RRV
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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Fig. 11. Using configuration map by resource manager. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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reducing the capacity per MU of SPA to 1.85 Mbps and increasing

it to 47 Mbps for SPB by allocating more spectrum for use by SPB

while increasing the interference to MUs of SPA. Alternatively, the

resource manager could stay with Case IV and reduce the power

ratio to 3 dB. We observe that in each case, the cell edge MUs in

SPA’s layout are likely to be impacted negatively.

.4. Impact of number of antennas

MIMO settings as an important part of configuration has a major

nfluence on system and per MU achievable capacity. We assume all

ub-channels created through MIMO are dedicated to the same MU

Eqs. (4)–(6)), hence capacity proportionally increases as the number

f sub-channels (min(nT, nR)) [6]. Due to hardware limits, it may not

e practical to implement more than 2 antennas at the MUs. However,

e do consider 2 and 4 antennas at the MU while changing the num-

er of antennas at BSs 1, 2, 3, together and BS-4 to examine the ability

f MIMO in combating interference. We use scenario 1 of case III as

epresentative and plot the average capacities in Fig. 12. In this figure,

pair of products x × y, p × q indicates the number of BS transmit an-

ennas × the number of MU antennas of SPA and SPB respectively. We

bserve the following:

• The trend of capacities of MUs of SPA and MUs of SPB for the power

ratios of 3 dB is the same as the trend for 15dB. In the two upper

curves, when the number of SP ’s antennas is fixed (e.g., 4), as the
A
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number of antennas used at SPB’s BS-4 is doubled, the average ca-

pacity per MU for SPB increases by 7–10 Mpbs (around 7%). The

capacity per MU of SPA drops only slightly even though more an-

tennas are transmitting in BS-4. A similar result is observed when

SPB uses a fixed number (e.g., 4 antennas) while SPA doubles the

number of antennas. For example, when the power ratio is 3 dB,

the average capacities for MUs of SPB barely change but the ca-

pacity for MUs of SPA increase from 2.35 Mbps to 3.5 Mbps after

the number of antennas is quadrupled. This may be a configura-

tion strategy that can be adopted by a resource manager to quickly

improve a SPs’ capacity.

• If device heterogeneity can be exploited (which is a possibility in

the future), we see that the curves can be moved towards the right

top corner in Fig. 12 by configuring the system differently with

increasing numbers of mobile antennas.

. Discussion

In this section, we discuss some outstanding issues partially. Fur-

her study is required to understand these issues in the context of

adio resource virtualization.

.1. Isolation

One of the challenges of virtualization is the isolation of users (in

his case SPs) from each other. The use of a resource by one SP should

ot adversely impact a second SP.

In Figs. 8–10, we have only shown the average values of the ca-

acity for MUs over several simulation runs. While the averages pro-

ide a good indication of the long term capacities, there is apprecia-

le variability around this mean value over smaller time units. Fig. 13

hows the variation for two cases (Cases III and IV), both Scenario 1,

or power ratios of 3 dB and 15 dB. The plot only includes 100 runs

o avoid clutter and the average values reflect this, compared to the

0,000 runs in the previous results. Clearly, the variability has im-

act on the achievable data rates for MUs of the two SPs due to the

arying locations of MUs and the varying channel conditions. The re-

ource manager and InPs may be able to use data to provide proba-

ilistic service agreements that provide average capacity values with

ertain probabilities. The variability alerts us to be aware of the fact

hat misconfigurations of one or both SPs will have considerable im-

act on the isolation between them. If SPs are allowed to configure

he hardware with the parameters supplied by a resource manager,

nd they behave selfishly or maliciously, the impact may be worse.

The challenges of isolation between SPs needs substantial thought

nd it is part of our ongoing work.
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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Table 3

Percentages of cell edge MUs.

Cell edge range 1 dB 2 dB 3 dB 4 dB 5 dB 6 dB

Percentage 0.043 0.091 0.141 0.194 0.248 0.304
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4.2. Impact on cell-edge users due to FFR in SPA’s layout

There are two factors that impact the capacity of cell edge MUs -

how much spectrum is allocated to them and how we define the cell

edge. The cell edge is defined by a dB value that is larger than PthA
.

The average fraction of cell edge MUs at varying cell-edge ranges are

listed in Table 3. The fewer the cell edge MUs, the more spectrum they

have (since the spectrum is partitioned in a deterministic manner).

We examine Case III, Scenario 1 here.8 The transmit power ratio is

10 dB.

Fig. 14 shows the average achievable data rates over all MUs and

over only cell edge MUs. As more spectrum (82% = 41
50 ) is allocated to

center MUs, the overall capacity (achievable data rate per MU) has a

mild improvement. At the same time, the average data rate per cell

edge MU drops. The cell edge capacity per MU drastically falls with

the increasing edge area because more MUs share a limited spectrum.

On the contrary, the overall average data rate does not change much

even when the cell center area shrinks. Note that here we provide 3

cases of partitions with changeable edge area to give an impression

of the interaction between those parameters. The optimal partition

in virtual FFR system requires more detailed evaluation metrics like

user satisfaction [14]. We used a 3 dB threshold in our simulations

since the cell edge MUs have almost the same capacity as the overall

MUs in each cell when 64% = 32
50 of spectrum is allocated to center

MUs.

4.3. Other issues and future work

For simplicity, the system model in this paper assumes the trans-

mit powers are the same in all spectrum slices allocated to a given

SP. If a snapshot is taken, the BSs transmit to MUs of the same

group (e.g., SPA center MUs, SPA cell edge MUs, and SPB MUs) at the

same power level. This need not be the case and the powers may

be tuned to different MUs. The other assumption made here is that
8 We also examined the overall and cell edge performance for other scenarios. The

results are neglected here since the high similarity to Fig. 14.

n

s

p

n
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he orthogonally-divided frequency slices for one SP are distributed

andomly to its MUs. In reality, this might not be the best case. The in-

erference level and channel conditions in different frequency slices

ay be different. Cells 1, 2 and 3 may operate at different transmit

ower levels. As a result of these differences, the interference seen by

PB’s MUs may be different. Further, different definitions of cell edge

re possible in Cells 1, 2 and 3.

The consequence of these changes is that units of spectrum as-

igned to MUs could be differentiated by interference levels. The

radeoff of capacities will boil down to the MU level instead of a SP

evel. For instance, every slice of spectrum may have a particular Re-

eive Signal Strength (RSS) level which indicates the power level that

nother transmission can apply at the same time. The resource man-

ger will have to configure concurrent transmissions in a given spec-

rum slice based on the MUs’ required capacities. Moreover, power

ontrol scheme and interference coordination need to be consid-

red in such heterogeneous architecture. Eventually the configura-

ion problem addressed in this paper will cope with other strate-

ies. A global optimality would be achieved through formulating a

roblem taking configuration, power allocation, interference coordi-

ation and cost into account. Some existing global optimization prob-

ems are presented in [15–17]. [15] designed a problem that opti-

izes inter-BS scheduling considering interference hence minimize

he content transmission time. [16] and [17] focus on power-control

chemes in the generalized problems. The former mitigates interfer-

nce by multi-channel power allocation while the later wisely adds

enalty to power-consumption to maximize the net utility (defined

s utility minus cost).

Since MIMO has been considered, we assume the number of an-

ennas set by every pair of transmitter and receiver can vary to meet

he request of a service. There is limit at user devices and it could

e a constraint when a SP evaluate its overall network performance.

cheduling based on channel quality (e.g., the proportional fair (PF)

cheduler in LTE [18]) also may impact capacity. With channel qual-

ty information of MUs in every time unit, the system schedules radio

esources to MUs which have good channel conditions. It may be pos-

ible to group MUs to achieve pareto optimality as described in [19].

ur future work will be along this line to deploy more flexible con-

gurations to facilitate efficient radio resource virtualization.

. Related work

We interpret wireless virtualization as a derivative of wired virtu-

lization. In fact, some network entities in the radio access network

RAN) architecture have already been virtualized, driven by wireless

esources sharing. In this section, we briefly introduce work simi-

ar and related to wireless virtualization. We also describe some key

echnologies adopted in our system.

In wireless networks, mobile network operators (MNOs) have

ontrolled resources for decades. They are often involved in selling

he end-devices to subscribers, building the RAN through which sub-

cribers are connected to the backhaul network, and own and oper-

te the backhaul network as well. Such highly integrated architecture

oes not differentiate between who provides services and who owns

nd operates the infrastructure (hardware/software/radio). With the

rastic growth in demand for wireless data services, such a structure

an become an obstacle against innovation and competition. Wireless

etwork virtualization can be viewed as an alternative architecture

f cellular networks which creates a more flexible environment for

esource management that improves resource usage and facilitates

nnovation. In one form of virtualization, the functions of a conven-

ional mobile network operator are decoupled and distributed to two

ew entities – a SP and an InP. The former is in charge of end-to-end

ervices and the latter is only responsible for maintaining/operating

hysical resources (RAN, core network, backhaul, and spectrum). This

ew architecture facilitates resource sharing which is a solution to
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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he scarce spectrum problem in wireless networks. An extreme form

f wireless virtualization includes infrastructure virtualization and

pectrum virtualization. Note here that the infrastructure refers to all

ther physical resources except spectrum (e.g., base stations, mobility

anagement entities, serving gateways, etc.).

The idea of virtualization first appeared in wired networks and

loud computing [20]. In wired network virtualization, InPs logically

artition a physical network into virtual networks that consist of vir-

ual routers, switches, cross-connects, virtual links, and bandwidth

n each link [2]. The virtual elements are usually part of the physical

nes and configured based on the agreements SPs have made with

nPs. Such virtual networks then are assigned to SPs on demand. Mul-

iple SPs may operate their virtual networks on top of the same phys-

cal substrate without knowing the underlying infrastructure. This

ervice model, in the case of wireless networks, is similar to exist-

ng MVNOs which provide services through network resources leased

rom multiple MNOs [21]. However, an MVNO does not enable a shar-

ng of the RANs among MNOs. The common situation is that an MVNO

ses a single MNO. Once the agreement is built out, resources in the

AN and in the backhaul are leased exclusively to a certain MVNO on

long term.

Unlike MVNOs, wireless virtualization allows sharing to occur in

ne-grained manner. The partition of either spectrum or other physi-

al resources is fluid according to temporal demands of different SPs.

ynamic spectrum access (DSA) views wireless virtualization as a

ew spectrum sharing model in which spectrum is auctioned as a

ontinuous good as opposed to a discrete item [21]. Recently, wire-

ess virtualization is being examined not only from an economic per-

pective, but improvements in system capacity and technical feasi-

ility have also been studied in specified networks (WiMAX, LTE, etc.

4,5,7]). A complete sharing in wireless networks can fully exploit

he available resources, but also induces challenges and issues. Since

ransmissions in wireless networks go through air interfaces, virtual-

zation may cause fierce interference among the transmissions of SPs

ithout a coordinated configuration which is the focus of this paper.

The 2-SP network structure considered in this paper is similar to

typical heterogeneous network (HetNet) where small cells are dis-

ributed in the macrocell to enhance coverage and offer users larger

andwidth. HetNet deployment aims at achieving “offloading gain”
Please cite this article as: X. Wang et al., On configuring radio resources in
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hat alleviates the load on a macrocell’s crowded spectrum. The ob-

ective of a virtualized network (as in this paper) is not to offload

sers from one SP to another, but to make wireless networks a flex-

ble environment that accommodates diverse SPs and provides reliable

ervices for each SP. Note that HetNets are operated by the same MNO

hat owns the network infrastructure and spectrum. In HetNet de-

loyment, the cross-tier signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR)

s evaluated to guarantee reliable coverage in each tier [11,12]. In-

oor Femtocells sometimes naturally provide interference separation

due to building walls, etc.) ensuring the quality of indoor transmis-

ions without interfering with the users in the outdoor cells. Outdoor

etNets either coordinate concurrent transmissions of macrocell and

mall cells to avoid severe interference or operate them in separate

andwidths. Such coordination is possible because one operator con-

rols both macrocells and small cells. However, our work not only fo-

uses on the overall system capacity improvement but also the bal-

nce of capacity tradeoffs between SPs sharing the same radio re-

ources. Also, unlike a single-operator HetNet, layouts in the virtual

etwork in this paper are used by different SPs. Coordinated trans-

issions, if any, have to be facilitated by a resource manager making

t more complicated. Though the idea of virtualization is completely

ifferent from HetNet, some insights from this paper might be ap-

lied in HetNets also.

Recently, software defined networks (SDNs) [22] have been con-

idered with wireless virtualization in the context of next genera-

ion wireless networks/5G networks [23]. As a concept extended from

ired virtualization, SDN is considered as a promising network archi-

ecture because of its centralized traffic-control function. In SDNs, the

ata plane and control plane are separated and wireless devices only

orward data traffic. A global central controller is in charge of network

anagement, including configuring network settings and to guaran-

ee quality of services (QoSs) [24]. From a functionality perspective,

he framework described in this paper could be used by a central con-

roller, in some ways smoothly merging wireless radio virtualization

ith SDNs.

FFR and MIMO are considered as interference mitigation strate-

ies. FFR was originally proposed by Halpern [25] to manage inter-

ell interference. FFR schemes partition the total frequency band into

ultiple parts. Some parts are used in the center area of every cell
virtualized fractional frequency reuse cellular networks, Computer
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while the others are reserved for use at cell edges. Users with good

reception conditions may access bands with low reuse factor (i.e.,

reuse factor= 1). Users with bad reception conditions (at the edges)

access bands with high reuse factor (e.g., reuse factor= 3). FFR in-

creases system-wide spectral efficiency without loss in cell edge per-

formance. Based on the same idea of cell wise usage restrictions, Ger-

lach et al. invented an “inverted” FFR that further improved spectral

efficiency and optimized frequency planning in a self-organized way

[26]. The work in [27] implemented heterogeneous elements on top

of the macrocell FFR layout and demonstrated gains in throughput

and reliable coverage. In this paper, in addition to deploying spec-

trum sharing, we also test the ability of FFR to increase spectral ef-

ficiency (compare Cases I, II, and III) for SPA. Further, we include the

benefits of MIMO with the virtual settings and use MIMO channel ca-

pacity as the capacity evaluation metric. This information theoretic

metric was proposed in [8] to evaluate the capacity of a MIMO chan-

nel with interference using a combined SINR matrix. Multiuser de-

tection methods for combating inter-cell interference have been de-

veloped and evaluated using this matrix [9]. The outage capacity of

MIMO channels under different types of interference has also been

calculated [28].

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we use simulations to examine the problem of ra-

dio resource configuration when wireless networks are virtualized.

We evaluate several scenarios with several spectrum sharing cases

that include FFR. The paper provides a framework for a resource man-

ager to configure radio resources between two different SPs operat-

ing in the same geographical area. The configuration of a virtualized

wireless network is unlikely to have a definite “closed form” single

solution. Proper configuration depends on the network architecture,

capabilities of the network/end-devices and demands of the players,

and it changes dynamically. Reasonable configurations appear to be

capable of leading virtualization towards higher efficiencies, better

isolation across SPs, and customization of services. Configurations in-

vestigated are references for future cellular networks with similar ad-

vanced technologies.
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